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ALGEBRAIC VALUES OF MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 
SERGE LANG 
(Received 6 September 1963) 
WE SHALL extend the main theorem of [l] to functions of several variables, showing that 
under certain circumstances, they cannot take too many algebraic values on certain sets 
of complex numbers. 
We recall that an entire function of n variablesg( U) = g(u,, . . . , u,) is said to be of order 
$p if there exists a constant c such that Is(U)1 5 cR’ on the domain Il(il = R for all suffi- 
ciently large R. (We omit the usual E which is irrelevant for what follows.) A meromorphic 
function will be said to be of order $p if it can be written as a quotient of two entire 
functions of order 6~. If P is point in C” and f a meromorphic function of order sp we 
say that f is defined at P if we can write f = g/h where g, h are entire of order sp and 
h(P) z 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let K be a number field, gl, . . . , gM meromorphic functions of order 6~. 
Assume that the ring K[g,, . . . , gy] is mapped into itself by the partial derivatives D1, . . . , D,, 
and that its transcendence degree over K is hn + 1. Let G be a jnite set of points in C” at 
which all the g,, are defined, and such that g,,(P) E Kfor all p and all P E 6. Suppose in addition 
that after some change of co-ordinate system, the set 6 becomes a product 
s, x . . . x s, 
where each S, is Q set of m distinct complex numbers. Then 
mgbpCK:Q] 
with a constant b depending only on n, and easily estimated. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will make use of the ideas of Schneider [2] who has shown 
me how to justify his application of Cauchy’s formula in several variables (cf. Lemma 2 
below). Thus the arguments of Schneider’s paper [2] are justified (contrary to what I 
thought in [l]). 
The hypothesis concerning the set of points where the functions take on algebraic 
values applies to a lattice, and to periodic functions (i.e. abelian functions) with respect 
to this lattice. 
As a corollary of Theorem 1, we shall obtain a statement 
be an abelian variety defined over the number field K, and let 
O:C”-A 
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concerning moduli. Let A 
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be a representation of the abelian variety A as a quotient of complex n-space. We assume 
throughout that the partial derivatives are defined over K. Let Cl,, . . . , R,, be fundamental 
periods, let CJ be the n x 2n period matrix, viewing the f,& as column vectors, and let P 
be a principal matrix such that Sz and P satisfy the Riemann relations. After making an 
integral change of co-ordinates, we can assume that P has the usual canonical form 
Then fi = (WI, W,), each WI, W, being an n x n matrix, and WI is invertible. 
The matrix W; ’ W, is the moduli point which is usually associated with the abelian 
variety in the Siegel upper half space H.. However, Theorem 2 below is concerned with 
W, W; ‘. In his paper [2], Schneider makes a remark concerning the applicability of his 
theorem to the transcendence of the moduli point (p. 113, top), but does not specify 
what he takes as moduli point. Presumably, he had Theorem 2 in mind. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be as aboue, and let 0 : C” --+ A be as above. Let 0 be a period 
matrix, normalized so that the principal matrix has the usual canonical form. Let T = W, W; I. 
If T is algebraic, then T (viewed as a linear transformation) maps the period lattice tensored 
with Q into itself. 
(When n = 1, then T = 2, W, = wl, and W, = w2, in the usual notation.) 
To prove Theorem’2, let 9(U) = @(IV) and assume that T is algebraic. After extend- 
ing K if necessary, we may assume all components of T lie in K. We view W as a vertical 
vector for this proof. Then Sz,, . . . , R, are periods for Q, and 0, and generate a lattice such 
that for any point P in this lattice, 0(P) and O(P) are points of A rational over K. A change 
of basis in C” transform lattice points into a set of points as in Theorem 1, namely 
(i 1, . . . ,.hJ 
Taking m sufficiently large, we dehomogenize the 
rings of functions: 
KLflt *-a tfN1 and 
giving corresponding maps into al&e space and 
Theorem 1, we conclude that the product map 
OIjtsm. - 
projective maps @ and 0 to obtain two 
KCg 1, *.*, cd 
defined at the above points. Applying 
(O,O):C”- AxA 
has in fact dimension n, i.e. that <Ii, s algebraic over 0. For a large integer r it follows that 
@(rU) is rational over O(U) and hence that all periods of O(U) are also periods of @(rU). 
Hence T maps the period lattice tensored with Q into itself, as was to be shown. 
When the abelian variety (defined over the number field) has only trivial endomorphisms, 
it would be interesting to determine the transcendence degree of the point T (in the Siegel 
upper half space). 
In Theorem 1, there may be other types of sets G on which functions gr, . . . , gy as 
in the theorem cannot take on values in K when 6 is too large. Some condition must be 
put on G, however. For instance, the functions zl, z2, er*-rz take on algebraic values 
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whenever zl, z2 are algebraic and z, = z2. Even though in ‘natural cases’ one expects 
transcendence degrees to be at least n, some sort of additional condition must be assumed. 
For instance, already with functions of one variable, we have algebraically independent 
functions 
t, e’, e”, e”, . . . 
whose values have transcendence degree 1 whenever t is an integer. Finally, if Q(t) is a 
polynomial with integer coefficients, then e *u) takes on algebraic values at the finite number 
of algebraic zeros of Q. 
It is also possible to give a more significant example of degeneracy when dealing with 
abelian varieties. Let C,, . . . , C,,, be elements of C” which are linearly independent over Q. 
Assume that the ring of endomorphisms of A is trivial. In particular, A is simple. Let 
O,,,:C”‘“--A” 
be the mapping given by a>,(r) = (O(rC,), . . . , @(tC,,,)). Thus Q,,,(t) is the exponential map 
passing through the vector (C,, . . . , C,,,). We contend that this map has algebraic dimension 
mn, i.e. that it is Z&ski-dense in A”. We prove this by induction on m. For m = 1, it 
follows from the simplicity of A. Assume it for m. If the dimension of the map with m + 1 
factors is not n(m $ I), then @,+, (2) is contained in an abelian subvariety of A“‘+l whose 
projection on the first m factors is A”, and which is algebraic over A”. There exists an 
integer r # 0 such that 
@(rtC,+ 1) 
is rational over o,,(z), i.e. 
(@(K,), . . . , WC,), WGl+l)) 
lies in an abelian subvariety B of A”+l which is isomorphic to A” under projection, and 
whose projection on the last factor is A. Hence there exists a homomorphism of A” onto A, 
and since A has only trivial endomorphisms, there exist integers r,, . . . , r,,, such that 
@(trC,+,) = r,O(tC1) + . . . + r,O(tC,). 
This implies that 
r&+1 = r.1 c, + . . . + r,C,, 
a contradiction. 
We apply the above to the 2n periods a,, . . . , Cl,,. The dimension of the map OZn is 
then 2nz, but the period (fil, . . . , !A,,,) is mapped onto 0 by @,,. According to the Riemann 
relations, the transcendence degree of the period matrix cannot be 2n2. 
One may raise the question whether such degeneracy can occur in the case of a simple 
abelian variety, possibly under the additional assumption that the ring of endomorphisms 
is trivial. In other words, suppose that A is a simple abelian variety. Let TV be a non-zero 
algebraic tangent vector (i.e. an element of C” which is algebraic). Then one may ask 
whether the transcendence degree of the point 
(a, @(a)) 
in C” x A is zn. 
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It would be desirable to have a general conjecture also for products. For instance 
if A has dimension 1, and our mapping is represented by the Weierstrass function with 
algebraic g2, g3, let wi, w2 be two fundamental periods. If A has no complex multiplication, 
then it is reasonable to expect that o1 and w2 are algebraically independent. One would 
see this by looking at the representation of A x A as a quotient of C2. 
Conceivably, the only reasonable way of formulating the most general conjecture is 
to take the moduli variety into account, i.e. given a ring of endomorphisms, to consider 
directly the holomorphic mapping from the product H, x C”, of the Siegel upper half 
space and C”, onto the algebraic ‘fiber space’ having a natural projection on the variety of 
moduli, and whose fibers are Kummer varieties. It is not easy to understand the literature 
on the subject, especially as it relates the algebraic description of this fiber space, and its 
trancendental description. 
We shall now give the proof of Theorem 1. We need some lemmas, to make estimates. 
Let {a} be a set of elements in K. A denominator for this set is a positive integer a such 
that aa is an algebraic integer for all a. By the size of the set, we shall mean the maximum 
of the absolute values of all conjugates of all elements of the set. If Q is a polynomial with 
coefficients in K, its size is the size of the set of coefficients. 
LEMMA 1. Let K be a number field and g,, . . . , gM fwrctions of n complex variables, 
holomorphic at a point A, and such that the ring ,K[g,, . . . , gm ] is mapped into itself by the 
partial derivatives D 1, . . . , D,. Let I, be the ring of algebraic integers, and Q a polynomial in 
M variables of total degree Sd, with coeficients in Ik. Let D be a differential operator 
D = D:I . . . 02 
oforderk=k,+...+k,. Then 
size D(Q(g,, . . . , g,&)(A) S k!d”c:‘” size(Q), 
and there exists a denominator for D(Q(g,, . . . , g&)(A) bounded by I$+‘. (Here, cl, c2 are 
constants depending only on K, gl, . . . , gM.) 
Proof The proof uses the usual estimating techniques. Let Q, Q’ be two polynomials 
in variables Xi . . . , X and assume Q’ has real coefficients 20. Write: 
Q = C p~i,X’,L ... X~ 
Q’ = C p;i,Xy a.. X$. 
We say that Q’ dominates Q if 
IP(i)l I P;i) all (i), 
and we write Q $ Q’. Then one verifies trivially that 
QI SQQ; and Q2$Q; implies Q1 +Q2SQ; +Qi and QlQ21Q;Q$. 
Furthermore, for any differential operator D as above, we have 
DQI SDQ;. 
If Q has degree d, then 
Q 5 (1 + X, f . . . -t X,,)” size (Q). 
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From these remarks and a simple induction, the proof is easily carried out. 
Next we discuss some applications of Cauchy’s formula. First, we consider the case 
of one variable z. Let E(z) be an entire function of one variable. Let S be a set of m distinct 
complex numbers. Let R be a positive number such that ]y] < R for all y E S. For each 
y .5 S, suppose given an integer 1(y) 2 0. Let 
Q(z) = Jjs (z - Y)“‘), 
and for each y E S, let 
Then Q,” is defined and not zero at y. Let 
Ay = (d/dz)“‘Y’-’ 
if ,I( ~7) 2 1, and 0 otherwise. Then 
If we deal with a function of several variables, then we can form a repeated integral 
over a similar quotient, and obtain an analogous formula. We shall need a special case, 
as in Schneider [2]. 
LEMMA 2. Let E(z,, . . . , z,) be an entire function. Let each one qf S,, . . . , S,, be a set 
of m complex numbers. Let bi = a/azi. Let o be an integer > 0. Assume that for all differ- 
ential operators A of order s u and all points YE S1 x . . . x S,, we have 
AE( I’) = 0. 
Let (A) = (n,, . . . , An) be a vector of integers 2 0 such that A, + *. . + A, = Q -t 1, and assume 
that 
AcL’E(A) # 0 
for some A in S, x . . . x S,,. Let S; = Si - {a,}. Let 
Q(z) = (ZI - a~)“’ + ’ +. * (Zn - in)““+ ’ IsI y,g ,(Zi - YJ *’ 
Let R > Ij Y/l for all Y. Then 
E(Z) 1 1 A’“‘E(A) 
=)dZ=-- 
A! (274” Q;(A) 
where the repeated integral is taken over IZil = R, and 
Q(Z) 
QZCZ) = (zl _ a,)*I+‘*.* (z, _ a”)An+l 
Proof: Taking the repeated integral and using the remarks we made above for one 
variable, we obtain a sum over vectors Y involving differential operators. However, when 
evaluated at vectors Y, they will give only a zero contribution because of our assumption 
that AE( Y) = 0, except for the term belonging to A, which is the only term for which a 
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differential operator of order u + 1 will occur. Up to powers of 2xi and factorials, this 
term is of type 
A(%VQ:)IZ=A. 
Our lemma now follows from the next remark. 
LEMMA 3. Let E,, Ez be two functions holomorphic at apoint A. Assume that AE,(A) = 
0 for all differential operators A of order so, and let A@) be an operator of order o + 1. 
Then 
A”“‘(E,E2)(A) = A@) E,(A)*E,(A). 
Proof. Using repeatedly the rule for the derivative of a product, with respect to 
A 11 **. , A,, we lind that all terms will be 0 except the term which applies all the differential 
operations to El and not to Ez. This yields what we wanted. 
We now carry out the proper part of the proof of Theorem 1, and we shall follow the 
same pattern of proof as in [I], taking into account the additional parameter n. Constants 
depending only on n will be denoted by b,, bl, . . . . Constants depending on K, gr, . . . , gM 
and G will be denoted by c,, cz, .., , 
For any positive integer r, we have 
$ b#. 
We let b3 be a positive number such that b,b’; = l/2. 
Letg,, . . . , gM be our given functions in n variables U = (u,, . . . , u,). We let Di = a/du,. 
gay g19 .. . 9 67n+l are algebraically independent over K. We let q be a large integer which 
will tend to infinity later. We contend that there exists a function (not identically zero) 
G = c aCijg$ . . . g$‘;Ir 
with coefficients cl(,) which are algebraic integers in K, with 
Ogi 1, . . . , i,+l 4 4, 
such that DG(P) = 0 for all differential operators D of order at most 
r= 
[ 1 b,q+ m 
and all P E 6, and finally, the size of the Lx(,) is bounded by 
cirbs’ 
We view the coefficients cl(i) as unknowns. The conditions that DG(P) = 0 amount 
to linear equations in the a,ij with coefficients in K, namely 
D(g’t’ .. . g>:;++m )(P). 
Trivially, we have 
Number of unknowns 2 q”+ ’ 
The number of differential operators of order sr is given by the binomial coefficient. 
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Hence 
Number of equations = 
Finally, using Lemma 1, we see that the size and denominator of the coefficients of our 
linear equations are bounded by 
By a standard lemma (cf. [3, Chapter JI, Lemma 2]), we can solve our equations non 
trivially in the desired manner. Since the functions gr, . . . , gn+ i are algebraically inde- 
pendent over K, it follows that G is not identically zero. 
Let tr be the smallest positive integer such that 
DG(P) = 0 
for all differential operators D of order scr and all P E 6. Then e 2 r, and there exists 
arm-tuple(s)=(s, ,..., s,)suchthats,+...+s,=o+l,and 
D“‘G(~ # 0 
for some A E C. We let y = D@)G(A). Then y E K, y # 0, and by Lemma 1, zhe size and 
denominator of y is bounded by 
c+ be4 
We shall now estimate one conjugate of y very well using Lemma 2. 
Let B be the n x n matrix giving the change of coordinates mentioned in the theorem, 
so that U=ZB,Z=(z,, . . . , z,,), both U, 2 are row vectors. Then g*(U) =f,(Z) and 
G(U) = G(ZB) = F(Z). 
We let A , = a/&,. Then there are linear combinations L,, . , . , L,, of A,, . . . , A,with complex 
coefficients uch that 
&G(U) = LJV), 
and hence 
D%(U) = L!“‘F(Z). 
We can write 
L”’ e i;t . . . L,“” = c &A, A;j . . . A$ 
(1) 
with complex coefficients &(A], and& +:..+&=a+ 1. 
WeletAbethepointinS, x . . . x S, corresponding to A under the linear transforma- 
tion. We then have 
y = D’“‘G(A) = L”+(A) = c r,,)A:’ . . . AtiF( 
We let Y range over S, x . . . x S,, (the transform of B under our linear transformation). 
Since no point Y lies in the poles of the functions&, we can find an entire function 8 of 
order sp such that 6(A) # 0, and & is entire of order Ip. We let H(Z) = fl(Z)(n+l)q. 
Then 
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E(Z) = F(Z)H(Z) 
is an entire function, and H(A) # 0. Furthermore, 
AE(Y)=O 
for all differential operators A of order $a, and by Lemma 3, 
A,‘“‘E( Y) = A”‘F( Y)H( Y). 
By Lemma 2, we obtain 
taking the repeated integral on the circles of radius 
E = b’/(“+‘)P 
We can estimate the integral by taking the maximum of the absolute value of E(Z)/Q(Z) 
on the circles of radius R, We note that l/Q(Z) gives essentially a contribution bounded by 
2 
1 m* ._ 
R ma’ 
as soon as cr is large enough with respect o the points Y. One can also estimate E(Z), and 
one finds a bound of type czRP. We note that q 5 (ma/bJ’~(“+‘), because r $ Q. Thus E(Z), 
on the circles of radius R, is bounded by CT. 
We therefore find: 
JA(‘)F(A)( 5 a’ R%S. 
The <(A, are easily estimated, and the number of terms in the sum expressing y in terms of 
derivatives of Fat A is also easily estimated. We note that IH(A)l is the nq power of a con- 
stant. The terms rl! and IQ:(A)1 are trivially estimated. We obtain finally our very good 
estimate for y, namely 
We also know that the size and denominator of y is bounded by c;ab6-. We multiply y by 
a positive integer denominator, and take the norm, i.e. the product of all conjugates. If 
[K : Q] is the degree of K over Q, then for one conjugate we use our very good estimate, 
and for all other [K : Q] - 1 conjugates, we use the estimate for the size. Using the fact 
that the norm is a rational integer whose absolute value is 2 1, and replacing 
[K:Q]-1 by [K:Q] we find: 
b7CK : Qle 
1s 
&a 
R ))I# * 
We multiply by R”‘, use our definition of R, and take logs. We obtain: 
*P (log a - [K : Q1 log cl,,) 6 b,[K : QJa log a. 
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We divide both sides of this inequality by TV log 0 and let t-~ tend to infinity. We find 
rn 5 b,pCK : Ql, 
as was to be proved. 
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